Rise of Systems Glycobiology and Personalized Glycomedicine: Why and How to Integrate Glycomics with Multiomics Science?
Glycomics is a rapidly emerging subspecialty of system sciences that evaluates the structures and functions of glycans in biological systems. Moreover, glycomics informs allied scholarships such as systems glycobiology and personalized glycomedicine that collectively aim to explain the role of glycans in person-to-person and between-population variations in disease susceptibility and response to health interventions such as drugs, nutrition, and vaccines. For glycomics to make greater, systems-scale, contributions to biology and medical research, it is facing a new developmental challenge: transition from single omics to multiomics integrative technology platforms. A comprehensive map of all possible connections between glycomics and other omics types has not yet been developed. Glycomics aims to discover a complex interplay of molecular interactions; however, little is known about the regulatory networks controlling these complex processes. In addition, the glycomics knowledgebase is presently scattered across various publications and databases, and therefore does not enable a holistic or systems view of this study field. Therefore, researchers are not always aware, for example, that a given analyzed genetic locus is linked with glycans, and that there are also glycomics determinants of complex phenotypes in health and biology. This review presents several published examples of glycomics science in association with other omics levels, such as genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics, metabolomics, epigenomics, ncRNomics, lipidomics, and interactomics. I also highlight the salient knowledge gaps and suggest future research directions. Understanding the interconnections of glycomics with other omics technologies will facilitate multiomics science and knowledge integration, enhance development of systems glycobiology and personalized glycomedicine.